
TOTAL MALAMUTE COMPETITION – REGIONAL & NATIONAL SPECIALTY WEEK 

 

Beginning with the 2020 National Specialty, there will be a Total Malamute competition for the 
Regional/National week 
Purpose: To celebrate those dogs who really show that this is more than a one-dimensional breed and to 
encourage exhibitors to try different events. 
Eligible events--dogs must participate in at least THREE of the following: Conformation; Agility; 
Obedience; Rally Obedience; Weight Pull    

Not included: multiple dog entry classes, special conformation events, Junior Showmanship, novice 

weight pull.  

There shall be a 5 pt (1st), 4 pt (2nd), 3 pt (3rd), and 2 pt (4th) point bonus for a placement in any class in 
the eligible events. 
5 points for a qualifying score in rally, agility, and/ or obedience. 
2 points participant score for NQs in agility and obedience. Rationale: both are very challenging to train 
and the NQ rate is very high. 
5 points in conformation for being officially counted. Absentees, withheld ribbons, and dogs officially 
marked by the judge as “excused” or “disqualified” shall not receive points. Rationale: Statistically 
placements or higher awards are improbable at the RS/NS but conforming to the standard is what makes 
a Malamute a Malamute. Participation of dogs with non-disqualifying faults and temperaments stable 
enough for exhibition should be rewarded. 
5 points for WWPDX leg 
4 points for WWPDA leg 
2 points WWPD Leg 
5 points for completing a pull 
Conformation: 
5 point bonus for Best of Breed/Best of Opposite Sex/Best Of Winners 
4 points Select Dog/Select Bitch 
3 points Award of Merit, Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Winners if not awarded an Award of Merit. 
2 points each Reserve Winners Dog and Reserve Winners Bitch 
5 point bonus each for High Triple Qualify (Rally), High Score in Advanced B and Excellent B (Rally), High 
Score (Agility), High Score Preferred (Agility), High In Trial (Obedience), High Combined (Obedience), 
Weight Pull High Weight Pulled, and Weight Pull High Percent Pulled. 
 
Certificate of achievement for each who do qualify, a listing in the National issue of the NL. 
Pre-entry is REQUIRED. Possibly nominal participating fee. 
Small committee to tally and verify. Committee members may participate in the event, no two members of 
the committee may be from the same household.  All members must verify that scores and tallies are 
correct. The committee will make every attempt to somehow post the running tally throughout the week 
near the grooming room for transparency.  
Awards: There will be an overall winner, as well as placements down to 4th place. Ribbons/prizes shall 
depend upon funding/donations. Winner to be announced after the conclusion of conformation at the 
National Specialty or Regional Specialty, whichever is later in the week. 
If there is only 1 agility trial, points available shall double. (ex. High Score is 10 points, qualifying scores 
are worth 10 points). 
If there are 3 Rally trials, Obedience trials, or weight pulls within the week, only the 2 events designated 
as the Regional and National count. 
 
  

 


